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Abstract： 
Image data tend to be high-dimensional and large-scale. When given infinite 

computational resource, machine learning algorithms can generate exact results 

(prohibitively expensive). Variational approximation methods arise from the use 

of a finite amount of processor time. These methods are often built on top of 

standard function approximators. In this talk, we introduce a group of 

variational inference and learning algorithms that scale to high-dimensional and 

large-scale image datasets. First, we address the linear approximation to learn 

robust and compact local features of image data, named ordinal measures. 

Second, we address the linear approximation we address the quadratic 

approximation of a family of loss functions that widely used in image analysis. 

Accordingly, a half-quadratic optimization framework is proposed for modeling 

sparsity, low-rank recovery and noise. Third, we introduce an Introspective 

Variational Autoencoders to approximate the posterior distribution, then we can 

generate high-resolution images from the learnt distribution. 
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